Pathogen spread on coupled networks: effect of host and network properties on transmission thresholds.
Human populations are interconnected through a variety of different networks. The complex interactions of diverse populations of individuals and their interconnected network structures affect the diffusion of processes through the population. For example, the different modes of transmission of HIV and TB mean that they are transmitted along very different contact networks: HIV via sexual contact and TB via respiratory contact. In addition, co-infection with HIV raises the risk of progressing to active TB and reduces the response to TB treatment, potentially causing increasing incidence of TB. Here we extend existing network theory to find the effect of multiple networks and multiple host types on epidemic thresholds. We first analyse how transmission of a pathogen via an additional network affects its epidemic threshold. We then use the theory behind branching processes to study how multiple host types in a population affect its threshold. The formulation we obtain enables modellers to determine how multiple networks and host heterogeneity (i.e. vaccination, behavioural change, mixing patterns, etc.) affect the epidemic threshold. We apply the results to the example of HIV and TB to illustrate how the interactions of the diseases can substantially alter the epidemic threshold of TB.